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Draco U-Switch
Operating several computers with multiple displays via a single keyboard and mouse

Series 476

When it is necessary to operate several 
computers with multiple displays via 
a single keyboard and mouse, the 
Draco U-Switch is the ideal solution. A 
user-friendly interface makes it quick 
and easy to manage multiple CPU 
data from a single workstation. The 
Draco U-Switch is perfect for computer 
workstations normally found in 
banking, surveillance and command & 
control environments where multiple 
displays connected to different CPUs 

must be managed simultaneously. By 
integrating the Draco U-Switch in the 
KVM environment users can perform 
fast and accurate mouse selections 
across multiple screens without the 
need to manually change keyboard and 
mouse connections. It now becomes 
a seamless and smooth operation to 
move a mouse across adjacent screen 
boundaries. Alternatively, changing 
the mouse and keyboard to another 
screen can be achieved using simple 

hotkey commands. The Draco U-switch 
can be combined with the Draco 
tera enterprise and compact matrix 
switches to enhance the flexibility 
of multiple CPU management from 
a single multi-screen workstation. 
The Draco U-Switch saves valuable 
workspace, increases productivity, and 
gives the user real-time switching with 
seamless mouse movement across 
multiple displays.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

PRODUCT FEATURES
 ą Instant Switching for fast, delay-free switching
 ą Switching via keyboard or optional push bottons
 ą Multi-Screen Control (switching via mouse movement)
 ą Optional LEDs to signify current active monitor 
 ą Compatible with all Draco products
 ą Compatible with all USB-HID devices
 ą Rack mountable, up to 2 U-Switches can be installed in 1 RU of rack space

Multi-Screen Control

Optional push-buttons

LEDs indicators

Quick and instant switching

Switching via keyboard
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TECHNICAL DATA
Power Supply (internal) 90-240VAC / 0,5 A / 47-63 Hz 5VDC

Dimensions 221 x 146,7 x 43 mm

FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAMS

ORDER NUMBERS

ACCESSORIES

Draco U-Switch
Operating several computers with multiple displays via a single keyboard and mouse

Series 476

PRODUCT PART NO.

Draco U-Switch, 4 port USB-Switch  
(2 USB-HID devices supported) K476-4U

Draco U-Switch, 4 port USB-Switch  
(4 USB-HID devices supported) K476-4U2

Draco U-Switch, 8 port USB-Switch  
(2 USB-HID devices supported) K476-8U

Draco U-Switch, 4 port USB-Switch  
(2 USB-HID and 2 USB 2.0 devices supported)  
with USB 2.0 switching on the upper board

K476-4U4T

PRODUCT PART NO.

Rack mount kit for 2 bay vario chassis with internal PSU 474-2NRMK

Mounting bracket for 2/4/6 bay chassis (L-brackets with screw slots) 474-BRACKET

19”/1 RU rack mount kit for 2 and 4 bay chassis 474-VRMK

The Draco U-Switch can be connected directly to 
computers or to CON Extender Units: Optionally, a matrix can be interconnected:


